
Job Opportunity: Precision Agronomist 

Location: Manitoba, Canada

Job Type: Full-Time

Company Info
Croptimistic Technology Inc. is an international agtech company with head office in Naicam, SK and 
software development team based in Kelowna, BC. Our principal service offering is SWAT MAPS, a 
turn-key variable rate process that prioritizes soil, water, and topography factors of fields for creation 
of management zones. The end product for the farm customer is a prescription file for applying seed of management zones. The end product for the farm customer is a prescription file for applying seed 
and fertilizer with variable rate capable equipment. We partner with precision ag service providers 
worldwide who execute the SWAT MAPS process for their farm customers. Croptimistic provides the 
proven SWAT MAPS process, software, hardware, and experienced support for our partners.

The following position is for a Precision Agronomist based in Manitoba. Although our goal is to 
have precision ag service providers championing SWAT MAPS across Western Canada, it is 
important that we support farm clients using SWAT MAPS who do not yet have a service 
provider in their area. provider in their area. We provide the boots-on-the-ground agronomy expertise in order 
to establish new regions as successful markets for service providers to acquire. 

We are a rapidly growing company grounded in integrity and unrivaled agronomic and 
technical support. The ideal candidate will embody these core principles. 

Responsibilities 
- Develop and support SWAT MAPS partner network 
- Facilitate the use of variable-rate fertilizer and seed using SWAT MAPS
-- Champion the SWAT MAPS and CropRecords brands in person and on social media to support the 
establishment of Croptimistic in a developing market 
- Groundtruth newly mapped fields by analyzing data layers created by the map developers and 
select a SWAT MAP that best represents the field 
- Soil sample all fields by 5 zones using SWAT MAPS and perform tissue testing (upon request) 
- Interpret soil test results and deliver actionable advice for soil fertility management 
- Create VR reports in CropRecords and provide fertilizer and seed recommendations for optimal 
growth and maturity growth and maturity 
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